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Abstract — This article investigates the influence of crystallographic defects

on the temperature sensitivity of multicrystalline silicon wafers. The thermal

characteristics of the implied open circuit voltage is assessed since it deter-

mines most of the total temperature sensitivity of the material. Spatially

resolved temperature dependent analysis is performed on wafers from various

brick positions; intragrain regions, grain boundaries, and dislocation clusters

are examined. The crystal regions are studied before and after subjecting

the wafers to phosphorus gettering, aiming to alter the metallic impurity con-

centration in various regions across the wafers. Most intragrain regions and

grain boundaries are found to show similar thermal characteristics before get-

tering. The gettering process has no substantial effect on the temperature

sensitivity of intragrain regions, whereas it increases the sensitivity of most

grain boundaries. Dislocation clusters exhibit both highest and lowest tem-

perature sensitivities compared with other crystal regions before and after

gettering. Images of the recombination parameter γ are created and related

to the temperature sensitivity of the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) lifetime of

the impurities in the material. The results suggest that most intragrain re-

gions and grain boundaries are limited by SRH centers with a modest lifetime
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temperature sensitivity in the studied temperature range. Dislocation clus-

ters are found to contain recombination centers with an effective lifetime that

has a beneficial temperature sensitivity. The gettering process is observed

to alter the composition of the recombination centers in the dislocation clus-

ters, resulting in an SRH lifetime with an even more favorable temperature

sensitivity for most clusters.

G.I. Introduction

Solar cells are usually characterized and optimized under standard test conditions (STC),

defined as a global standard solar spectrum AM1.5G, an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and a

cell temperature of 25 ◦C [1]. However, real operating temperatures can differ considerably

from STC depending on the climate at the location of the installed device [2–4].

The characteristics of solar cells are significantly influenced by the operating tempera-

ture as has been studied for decades [4–7]. This causes the performance of most cell types

to decrease linearly with increasing temperature [4]. Understanding the performance of

solar cells under non-STC is therefore essential to accurately forecast the power produc-

tion of photovoltaic (PV) installations and to optimize solar cells for different climatic

conditions.

The temperature dependence of a solar cell is mainly determined by the temperature

sensitivity of the open circuit voltage (Voc). It accounts for approximately 80−90 % of the

total temperature sensitivity of a device which is not constrained by resistance or other

fill factor losses [8]. The Voc decreases with increasing temperature due to a reduction of

the band gap energy (Eg) which consequently increases the intrinsic carrier concentration

(ni) [8–10].

The temperature sensitivity of the Voc can be quantified using the temperature coeffi-

cient (βVoc) which is a measure of the rate of change in Voc with temperature. In absolute

form, and to the first-order approximation, it is given as [11]

βVoc =
dVoc

dTc

= −Eg0/q − Voc + γkTc/q

Tc

(G.1)

where Eg0 denotes the semiconductor bandgap energy extrapolated to 0 K, q is the el-

ementary charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Tc is the cell temperature. The

parameter γ includes the temperature dependence of several parameters determining the

dark saturation current, J0. It can be correlated to physical quantities through [12]

γ = 1− d lnEREoc

d lnTc

+

(
2
d lnEg

d lnTc

− d ln Jsc,1sun

d lnTc

)
(G.2)

where EREoc denotes the external radiative efficiency at open circuit condition and Jsc,1sun

is the short circuit current density at 1 Sun. The ERE is defined as “the fraction of total
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dark saturation current in the device that results in radiative emission from the device”

[13]. Eq. (G.2) is mainly determined by the first two terms, meaning that γ contains

information about the dominant recombination mechanism in the material. According to

Ref. [6], γ usually takes values between 1 and 4 but other, including negative values, have

been observed experimentally in recent studies [14–17].

From Eq. (G.1), an approximately linear relationship is predicted between the tem-

perature sensitivity and the material quality. This indicates that a cell with a high Voc

will have the inherent advantage of reduced temperature sensitivity. However, βVoc can be

significantly influenced by the last term in Eq. (G.1) containing the γ parameter [12]. As

an example, it accounted for up to 10 % of the βVoc for the cells mentioned in Ref. [12].

In recent years, increased attention has been given to the influence of crystallographic

defects on the temperature sensitivity of silicon wafers and solar cells [14, 16–20]. Eberle

et al. reported increased temperature sensitivity of Voc in contaminated regions of mul-

ticrystalline silicon (mc-Si) cells, but reduced temperature sensitivity for areas containing

dislocation clusters [14]. This was further investigated by Eberle et al. in a following

study, reporting reduced temperature sensitivity of dislocation clusters of mc-Si wafers

and cells [18]. The authors suggested that it could be caused by the presence of im-

purities in the clusters and thus impacted by Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination.

Additionally, more recent studies have reported reduced temperature sensitivity in some

dislocation clusters of mc-Si wafers and cells and identified advantageous thermal behav-

ior of wafers originating from the top of the bricks [16,17,19–21]. These findings illustrate

the importance of further studies to evaluate the varying influence of different defect types

on the temperature sensitivity of Voc.

This study investigates the influence of crystal defects on the temperature sensitiv-

ity of mc-Si wafers. The temperature coefficient of the implied Voc (βiVoc) is assessed for

intra-grain regions, grain boundaries, and dislocation clusters on wafers from various brick

positions. The crystal areas are examined before and after being subjected to phosphorus

diffusion gettering (PDG) which is known to alter the concentration of metallic impu-

rities across the wafers [22–26], thus, enabling an investigation of how the temperature

sensitivity is influenced by metallic impurities.

G.II. Experimental Method

A. Sample Preparation

The wafers were fabricated from a high-performance (HP) p-type mc-Si ingot, tri-doped

with boron, gallium and phosphorus. The ingot was produced from a blend of compen-

sated silicon [Elkem Solar Silicon R© (ESS R©)] and polysilicon with a blend-in-ratio of 70 %
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ESS R© and targeted resistivity of 0.9 Ω·cm (produced in 2015). Doping and resistivity

profiles of the ingot can be found in Ref. [27]. Seven 6” wafers were then chosen from a

central brick, originating from different positions from the bottom to the top of the brick.

The wafers were processed in two steps: Step 1 (referred to as ungettered): The as-sawn

wafers received saw damage etching (final thicknesses: 194µm± 7µm), cleaning [28], and

passivation with 75 nm silicon nitride (SiNx) using an industrial plasma-enhanced chemical

vapor deposition (PECVD) system (MAiA, Meyer Burger) at a deposition temperature

of 400 ◦C [29]. Step 2 (referred to as gettered): The passivation from Step 1 was removed

using hydrofluoric (HF) acid followed by a second clean. A conventional PDG [26] was

performed by subjecting the wafers to a 45 min POCl3 diffusion treatment with a peak

temperature of 850 ◦C resulting in a sheet resistance of approximately 40 Ω·cm [30, 31].

The surface gettering layer was then removed by alkali etching and the wafers were re-

passivated using an identical SiNx process as in Step 1. The wafers were fully characterized

after Step 1 and after Step 2 in order to study the effect of the PDG process.

B. Characterization

The wafers were characterized using our novel temperature dependent photoluminescence

(PL) imaging system [32], enabling acquisition of PL images at elevated temperatures,

and subsequently, calibration of the acquired images into spatially resolved maps of effec-

tive carrier lifetime (τeff), implied Voc (iVoc), βiVoc , and γ. The PL images were obtained at

a photon flux of 1.2 · 1017 cm−2s−1, corresponding to an illumination intensity of approx-

imately 0.5 Sun (the highest that can be achieved with our current setup). The images

were acquired at 25 ◦C and 70 ◦C. These two temperatures are assumed to give a valid

representation of the temperature dependence of iVoc, since mc-Si cell parameters usually

vary linearly with temperature for normal operating temperatures [8]. The validity of this

assumption was confirmed by obtaining PL images of one wafer at temperatures ranging

from 25 ◦C to 70 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C.

The PL images of the ungettered wafers were calibrated using a temperature depen-

dent photo-conductance (PC) signal directly measured on a region of the wafer during the

PL image acquisition. A detailed description of the calibration procedure can be found

in Ref. [32]. The PL images of the gettered wafers were calibrated using a novel tem-

perature dependent PL-based detection to account for trapping observed for these wafers

at relevant injection levels [33]. The calibration was performed using injection dependent

τeff curves obtained by simultaneously measuring PC and PL signals on the wafer. First,

the τeff curves were matched at high injection (as the PC signal is not impacted by traps

at high injection), then the PL images were calibrated using the PL-based τeff. A detailed

description of the calibration procedure can be found in Ref. [20]. The wafers before and
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after gettering were, therefore, both calibrated using PC-based measurements enabling a

meaningful comparison. A sensitivity function was implemented to account for the local

sensitivity profile of the PC sensor (measured according to Ref. [34]). Additionally, the

doping densities from Ref. [27] and the mobility model for compensated Si were imple-

mented in the calibration [35]. The temperature dependence of the surface recombination

is assumed be negligible in the studied temperature range following Ref. [36]. After the

elevated temperature measurements, τeff curves of the samples were obtained at 25 ◦C

using a Sinton WCT-120 (Sinton Instruments) to ensure that no permanent annealing

effects occurred.

C. Analysis

Examples of calibrated PL images are given in Figs. G.1(a) and (b) showing spatially

resolved iVoc at 25 ◦C before and after gettering. An image of absolute βiVoc can be

obtained from the calibrated iVoc image by applying

βiVoc,abs,xy
=
iVoc,T2,xy − iVoc,T1,xy

T2 − T1

, (G.3)

to each pixel, as is illustrated in Figs. G.1(d) and (e). Images of relative βiVoc can be

obtained by normalizing each pixel with the local iVoc at 25 ◦C (not shown). Finally, maps

of γ can be created by applying Eq. (G.1) to each pixel [see for example Figs. G.5(b)

and (c)]. A circular heat stage (Sinton WCT-120TS, diameter of 150 mm) was used

for imaging, causing both inhomogeneous wafer temperature and reflection outside of the

heat stage. Therefore, only the areas with uniform temperature and reflection are used for

further analysis. Different regions were selected on each wafer containing either intra-grain

regions, grain boundaries, or dislocation clusters, to study the temperature sensitivity

before and after PDG. Several regions of the same crystal type were investigated on each

wafer to monitor the representativeness of the results. Examples of the selected regions

of interest (ROIs) for (A) an intra-grain region, (B) a dislocation cluster, and (C) a grain

boundary are illustrated by squares in Fig. G.1(b). Note that the actual ROI C is chosen

so that only one grain boundary is selected and is therefore smaller than shown in the

figure.

G.III. Results and Discussion

A. Spatially Resolved Temperature Sensitivity

To illustrate some general temperature related characteristics, Fig. G.1 presents spatially

resolved images of iVoc at 25 ◦C and βiVoc of a wafer from the middle of the brick before
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Figure G.1: Spatially resolved images of iVoc at 25 ◦C and βiVoc before (a,d) and after

(b,e) gettering for a wafer from the middle of the brick, and spatially resolved images of

∆iVoc (c) and ∆βiVoc (f).

and after PDG. Recombination active grain boundaries appear as dark lines in the im-

ages and dislocations appear as dark clusters. Figs. G.1(a) and (b) show images of iVoc

of the wafer before and after PDG, respectively. In the ungettered state, the intra-grain

regions and most grain boundaries are found to exhibit similar material quality. Dislo-

cation clusters appear recombination active in this state, as also reported in Ref. [23].

After PDG, the quality of the intra-grain regions is improved, suggesting that PDG is

successful in reducing the concentration of detrimental metallic impurities in these areas.

Similar observations have been made in Refs. [22,26]. The recombination activity of most

of the grain boundaries increases with gettering, similar to what has been reported by

for example Refs. [22, 23, 37]. The activation and increased recombination strength of

grain boundaries during PDG has been suggested to result from metal decoration of the

structures causing a change in recombination behavior [24, 37–39]. Dislocations continue

to be recombination active after gettering.

To illustrate further the variations in iVoc observed across the wafer, an image of the
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change in iVoc is created by applying ∆iVoc = iVoc(gettered) − iVoc(ungettered) to each

pixel. This is shown in Fig. G.1(c). The improvement of the intra-grain regions and

the reduced quality of the grain boundaries are clearly visible. Additionally, Fig. G.1(c)

illustrates how several dislocation clusters experience increased recombination strength

from PDG, similar to observations made in Ref. [23].

Turning our attention to the temperature sensitivity, spatially resolved images of βiVoc

are presented in Figs. G.1(d) and (e) for the wafer before and after PDG, respectively. The

intra-grain regions and grain boundaries are found to show a similar thermal behavior in

the ungettered state. From Fig. G.1(d), features with low temperature sensitivity (bright

areas) can be observed across the wafer [see for example ROIs D-F]. Comparing the

images of iVoc and βiVoc , the bright features can be correlated with dislocation clusters.

The relationship between dislocation clusters and low temperature sensitivity has been

observed experimentally in recent studies [14, 16, 18–20, 32]; however, note that a region

with low iVoc is theoretically expected to show high temperature sensitivity for a constant

γ, following Eq. (G.1).

After PDG, the temperature sensitivity of the intra-grain regions is not substantially

affected despite of the increase in material quality. This will be assessed further in Sec.

G.III.B. The grain boundaries are found to exhibit increased temperature sensitivity after

gettering as a result of the direct relationship between material quality and temperature

coefficients presented in Eq. (G.1). Features with low temperature sensitivity (bright ar-

eas) can be observed across the wafer and correlated with dislocation clusters, similar to

the observations in the ungettered state. Since this observation applies both before and

after PDG, it suggests that the cause for the low temperature sensitivity is not removed

by the gettering process. Although most dislocation clusters show low temperature sen-

sitivity, there are also some that exhibit high temperature sensitivity. This is illustrated

by ROIs D-F, highlighted on all images in Fig. G.1. All three dislocation clusters ex-

hibit lower temperature sensitivity compared to the rest of the wafer before gettering

[Fig. G.1(d)]. However, after gettering, ROI D displays higher temperature sensitivity,

while ROIs E and F remain as low temperature sensitivity regions [Fig. G.1(e)]. Similar

observations have been made for non-compensated p-type Si wafers treated by similar

gettering and passivation processes [20], suggesting that our results can be generalized to

non-compensated mc-Si.

To illustrate further the different responses to gettering across the wafer, a map of the

change in βiVoc is created by applying ∆βiVoc = βiVoc(gettered)−βiVoc(ungettered) to each

pixel, as shown in Fig. G.1(f). Fig. G.1(f) clearly illustrates the increased temperature

sensitivity of the grain boundaries and the small altering of the intra-grain regions. Per-

haps surprisingly, the dislocation clusters, and even parts of clusters, show very different
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changes in βiVoc . Both relatively large increase and decrease in temperature sensitivity

can be observed across the wafer, as indicated by the ROIs D-F. The root cause of this

will be investigated further in Secs. G.III.D and G.III.E.

It should be noted that further processing, such as firing and metallization, may have

a large impact on the temperature sensitivity due to hydrogenation from the SiNx and

modified lateral conduction in the sample [20]. However, studies have shown beneficial

βiVoc values in dislocation clusters both before and after firing and metallization [18, 20].

B. Intra-grain Regions

Fig. G.1 clearly illustrates the varying gettering response of different regions. Additionally,

literature has shown that brick position can have a significant impact on the recombina-

tion activity of different crystal defects in the as-grown state and, consequently, how they

respond to gettering [23,26]. A detailed investigation of intra-grain regions, grain bound-

aries, and dislocation clusters, and the position of the wafer in the brick, is therefore

presented.

Five intra-grain regions are randomly selected on each wafer following the procedure

described in Sec. G.II.C, and the average temperature sensitivity of the different regions is

assessed. This is illustrated in Fig. G.2(a) showing the variations in average iVoc at 25 ◦C

in each selected region as a function of the relative brick height before and after gettering.

The error bars denote the minimum and maximum average values. The average iVoc is

found to increase for most of the wafers as a result of the gettering process, however, this

increase is most prominent in the bottom and towards the top of the brick. It suggests that

PDG is effective in removing metallic impurities from the intra-grain regions, especially

for wafers from these brick locations, similar to observations made in Refs. [22, 26]. This

is likely to be caused by the higher concentration of impurities typically found in the

bottom and towards the top of a mc-Si brick, thus, enabling more effectful gettering. The

higher concentration of impurities is typically a result of segregation during solidification

and in-diffusion of impurities from the crucible [40,41].

Fig. G.2(d) shows average βiVoc values of the selected intra-grain regions as a function

of brick height before and after gettering. The variation in average temperature sensitivity

on each wafer is found to be relatively small, however, some variations are observed along

the brick. There is no clear indication that removing metallic impurities from the intra-

grain areas improves the temperature sensitivity.

An illustration of the distribution of βiVoc values in the intra-grain regions before and

after gettering is presented in Figs. G.3(a), (d) and (g). It shows βiVoc as a function of

iVoc at 25 ◦C for each pixel in selected intra-grain areas from wafers from the bottom,

middle and top of the brick. Lines are inserted in the figure to illustrate the theoretical
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Figure G.2: Average iVoc at 25 ◦C and βiVoc values of selected intra-grain regions, grain

boundaries and dislocation clusters as a function of relative brick height before and after

gettering. The error bars denote minimum and maximum average values in the selected

areas.

relationship between temperature sensitivity and material quality for constant γ values,

calculated from Eq. (G.1). The spread in βiVoc and iVoc within each region is found to be

relatively small (note that the number of pixels in each selected area is in the same range

as the dislocation clusters for the respective brick positions [ 500-800 pixels, see Fig. G.3(c)

for comparison]. The temperature sensitivity is not substantially affected by the gettering

process even though the regions experience increased iVoc values. All intra-grain regions

show an increased iVoc as a result of gettering. The shift in βiVoc and iVoc follows the iso-γ

line for the middle wafer. The intra-grain regions on the wafers from the bottom and

the top of the brick shift towards higher γ values. This difference observed for various

brick positions could be caused by the higher concentration of metallic impurities in the

bottom and top of the brick, resulting in a more substantial altering of the recombination

processes in these regions. Interestingly, all intra-grain regions take values near the same

theoretical line given by γ = 3 after gettering.

C. Grain Boundaries

Figs. G.2(b) and (e) show average values of iVoc at 25 ◦C and βiVoc of five randomly selected

grain boundaries on each wafer as a function of brick height before and after gettering.

The average iVoc values are comparable with intra-grain regions before gettering. This

is consistent with observations made in Fig. G.1(a) where most grain boundaries and

intra-grain areas were found to display similar material quality. After gettering, the
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Figure G.3: Pixel resolution of βiVoc as a function of iVoc at 25 ◦C in an intra-grain region,

grain boundary and dislocation cluster from wafers from the bottom, middle, and top of

the brick.

average iVoc values of the grain boundaries decrease for wafers from the middle of the

brick. The decrease in material quality is likely to result from metal decoration of the

grain boundaries [22–24, 37–39]. The bottom wafer experiences an increase in average

iVoc after gettering. By assessing the corresponding PL images, the grain boundaries of

this wafer were found to be recombination active both in the ungettered and gettered

state. Similar observations have been made in Ref. [22] for an industrial HP mc-Si

brick. The average βiVoc decreases (more negative) for most brick positions in agreement

with the direct relationship between material quality and temperature coefficients for

constant γ, presented in Eq. (G.1). The two bottom wafers show no significant change

in βiVoc since the grain boundaries are already recombination active in the ungettered

state. Comparing to intra-grain regions, the temperature sensitivity of grain boundaries

is higher after gettering for most brick positions.

An illustration of the distribution of βiVoc values in the grain boundaries before and

after gettering is given in Figs. G.3(b), (e) and (h). They show βiVoc as a function of iVoc

at 25 ◦C for each pixel in selected grain boundaries on wafers from the bottom, middle and

top of the brick. The gettering process is found to significantly scatter βiVoc and iVoc. The

middle and top wafers show a clear increase in temperature sensitivity and additionally,

a shift in γ. The bottom wafer shows relatively high temperature sensitivity both before

and after gettering despite of an improvement in iVoc. The gettering response of the grain

boundaries varies for the different brick positions; however, it is worth noticing that the
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gettering process shifts the pixel values towards an iso-γ line with γ = 3. This observation

is similar to the γ values found for intra-grain regions after gettering despite of different

βiVoc values found for the two crystal types. This will be discussed further in Sec. G.III.E.

D. Dislocation Clusters

Figs. G.2(c) and (f) show average iVoc at 25 ◦C and βiVoc values of five randomly selected

dislocation clusters as a function of brick height before and after gettering. The spread

in average values of both iVoc and βiVoc is considerably larger than for intra-grain regions

and grain boundaries. This is consistent with observations from Fig. G.1 illustrating how

different dislocation clusters can exhibit significant variations in temperature sensitivity

before and after gettering, even across individual wafers. As expected, the average iVoc

values are substantially lower than the ones found for both intra-grain regions and grain

boundaries before and after gettering, indicating recombination active dislocation clusters

in both states. For some clusters and brick positions, iVoc is not significantly influenced

by PDG; but the temperature sensitivity increases. It is worth noticing that dislocation

clusters show considerably lower average temperature sensitivity towards the top of the

brick compared to the intra-grain areas and grain boundaries. This suggests that disloca-

tion clusters from the top of the brick have unique properties which make a temperature

increase less detrimental to the performance.

Figs. G.3(c), (f), and (i) illustrate βiVoc as a function of iVoc at 25 ◦C for each pixel

within selected regions on wafers from the bottom, middle, and top of the brick. Each

dislocation cluster is found to show a large spread in the values of iVoc and βiVoc , both

before and after gettering, compared to the intra-grain regions and grain boundaries.

Interestingly, some pixels in the dislocation clusters show very low temperature sensitivity

compared to the other crystal regions. Additionally, the top wafer clearly shows a lower

sensitivity compared to clusters from other brick positions. The distribution of βiVoc values

in the selected dislocation clusters is shifted towards higher temperature sensitivity by

PDG. The shifts do not follow the theoretical iso-γ lines. It should be stressed that other

dislocation clusters might be affected differently by PDG.

From results presented so far, dislocations show a complex response to gettering and

a complex thermal behavior. Nonetheless, the regions across the wafers with low tem-

perature sensitivity can still be correlated with dislocation clusters both before and after

gettering. It is therefore interesting to investigate further the properties that characterize

clusters showing low temperature sensitivity and distinguish them from clusters display-

ing increased sensitivity. This is done by revisiting Fig. G.1, presenting spatially resolved

images of iVoc and ∆βiVoc for the wafer originating from the middle of the brick. Three

ROIs are marked on the wafer (D-F), highlighting three dislocation clusters with different
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Figure G.4: Distribution of βiVoc (a) and γ (b) of three dislocation clusters marked by

ROIs D-F on Fig. G.1. Average values are indicated by black lines in the histograms.

responses to gettering. ROI D exhibits increased temperature sensitivity after PGD, while

ROIs E and F exhibit reduced sensitivity. The actual distributions of βiVoc and γ values

in the clusters before and after gettering are presented in Figs. G.4(a) and (b). Average

values are indicated by black lines in the histograms and summarized in Table G.1. All

dislocation clusters experience a shift in γ as a result of the gettering process; however,

ROIs E and F experience a decrease in γ, where the opposite is observed for ROI D. This

implies that the gettering process alters the composition of recombination mechanisms in

the clusters, but in various ways depending on the cluster type. From Eq. (G.1), a high

γ value contributes to increasing the temperature sensitivity and vice versa. The limiting

recombination mechanism therefore becomes more temperature sensitive for ROI D and

less sensitive for ROIs E and F as a result of PDG. The physical implications of an increase

and decrease in γ will be discussed further in Sec. G.III.E. It is worth noticing that even

though some dislocation clusters become more temperature sensitive after gettering, as

illustrated in blue in Fig. G.1(e), the temperature sensitivity can still be lower compared

to other crystal areas on the wafer.

E. Mapping of Limiting Recombination Mechanisms

Figs. G.1-G.4 illustrate how variations in temperature sensitivity can be observed across

wafers and for different brick positions. The temperature sensitivity depends on several
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Table G.1: Average γ values of ROIs D-F on a wafer from the middle of the brick before

and after gettering.

Processing ROI D ROI E ROI F

Ungettered 0.91 2.14 1.95

Gettered 2.24 1.34 1.65

factors as described in Eq. (G.1), but the material dependent variability is captured by

the parameters iVoc and γ. In order to understand the underlaying mechanisms causing

varying temperature sensitivity, the γ parameter is assessed in further detail.

To correlate actual γ values with physical quantities, we make the following obser-

vations: First, Eq. (G.1) indicates that a low γ value will contribute to lowering the

temperature sensitivity, and vice versa. Secondly, we make use of Ref. [4], where Dupré

et al. compute γ values for different scenarios. These values should not be understood as

limits, but as reference points for interpretation. The authors suggest γ ≈ 3 for a material

which is limited by SRH recombination in the bulk and at the surface and with carrier

lifetime and surface recombination velocities assumed to be independent of temperature.

This implies that, for a material which is limited by SRH recombination in the bulk and at

the surface, γ < 3 is equivalent to an effective SRH lifetime that increases with increasing

temperature. The actual γ value can then be related to the rate by which the lifetime is

increasing. This rate is determined by the energy level of the defect states (Et) and the

capture cross sections of electrons (σn) and holes (σp) [42–44]. It should be noted that

other parameters, such as injection level, could influence as well.

Spatially resolved images of γ for wafers from the bottom, middle, and top of the brick

are shown before gettering [Figs. G.5(b), (f), and (j)] and after gettering [Figs. G.5(c),

(g) and (k)]. Note that a non-uniformity can be observed in the bottom right corner

of Fig. G.5(j) originating from a slight non-uniform temperature encountered during the

measurement of the ungettered wafer at 70 ◦C (it should be stressed that this has not

been observed for other measurements). The non-uniformity was found to be localized

and only the unaffected part of the wafer is used for analysis. Large variations in γ are

found across the wafers, especially noticeable for the middle and top wafers. If comparing

with corresponding iVoc images [Figs. G.5(a), (e), and (i)], the various crystal regions

can be correlated to γ values. Intra-grain regions exhibit a relatively uniform γ value

across individual wafers and take a common value around γ = 3 after gettering, similar

to observations from Fig. G.3. Following our previous discussion, this γ value implies

that the intra-grain regions are limited by SRH recombination centers with an effective

lifetime that is independent of temperature or has a modest temperature sensitivity in the

studied temperature range. Such a temperature dependence characterizes, for example,
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Figure G.5: Images of iVoc at 25 ◦C after gettering, γ before and after gettering, and ∆γ

for wafers from (a-d) the top, (e-h) middle, and (i-l) bottom of the brick.

interstitial iron [18,45,46] suggesting that this SRH center could be limiting the intra-grain

regions.

Grain boundaries cannot easily be distinguished from intra-grain regions in the unget-

tered nor gettered states, except for the bottom wafer. This suggests that grain boundaries

and intra-grain regions are limited by the same type of recombination in the middle and

top wafers, or by different SRH centers resulting in a similar temperature dependence.

Grain boundaries have been observed to show a higher concentration of iron after getter-

ing [24], supporting this hypothesis. Note however, that the intra-grain regions and grain

boundaries show very different iVoc and βiVoc values after gettering [see Figs. G.2(a) and

(b)] indicating different characteristics of the limiting recombination mechanism at the

two locations. One possible explanation could be that the two crystallographic groups

contain different concentrations of the same SRH center. The visibility of the grain

boundaries in the bottom wafer before gettering indicates that this case is characterized
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by different types of recombination compared to the other wafers in the ungettered state.

The γ parameter could be influenced by in-diffused impurities from the crucible during

solidification. This hypothesis is supported by the very low iVoc values encountered for

this wafer.

Features with low, and in some cases negative, γ values can be observed across both the

ungettered and gettered wafers and correlated with dislocation clusters when compared

with the iVoc images. The low γ values observed in dislocation clusters indicate that the

clusters contain SRH centers with an effective lifetime that has an especially beneficial

temperature sensitivity. Examples of such SRH centers could be copper [47], aluminum

[48], molybdenum [45,49], titanium [50] and chromium-related defects [18,51].

To illustrate more clearly how PDG affects the various crystal regions, images of

∆γ are calculated by applying ∆γ = γ(gettered) − γ(ungettered) to each pixel. Local

variations in γ indicate a change in the limiting recombination type caused by a local

redistribution of recombination centers. For ∆γ < 0, the redistribution results in a

combined recombination rate which becomes less temperature sensitive, and vice versa.

Images of ∆γ of wafers from the top, middle, and bottom of the brick can be seen in

Figs. G.5(d), (h), and (l). It is clearly visible that γ of intra-grain regions is increased by

PDG for all the wafers, however, only a modest change is observed for the middle wafer.

The common reaction to PDG by the bottom and top wafer could be caused by the higher

concentration of impurities present in these parts of the brick before gettering as a result

of in-diffusion from the crucible in the bottom of the brick and segregation of impurities

towards the top of the brick. Since the wafers exhibit ∆γ > 0, the lifetime of the impurities

which are removed by the gettering process have a lower temperature sensitivity than the

ones remaining. Dislocation clusters mainly exhibit ∆γ < 0; however, some clusters show

both a high increase and decrease in γ [see the ROI marked in Fig. G.5(h) as an example].

The variation in γ indicates a rearrangement of recombination centers in clusters. For

most dislocation clusters, this rearrangement results in limiting recombination centers

yielding a more beneficial temperature sensitivity.

The reduced temperature sensitivity found for most dislocation clusters, compared to

intra-grain areas and grain boundaries, indicates that the presence of dislocation clusters

may contribute to a beneficial temperature sensitivity of the overall cell performance.

Hence, despite their detrimental effect on cell performance, the presence of dislocation

clusters might have less harmful effects when the operating temperatures are high.

G.IV. Summary

The temperature sensitivity of crystallographic defects in mc-Si wafers has been investi-

gated. Spatially resolved temperature dependent analysis has been performed on mc-Si
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wafers from different brick positions; and intra-grain regions, grain boundaries, and dis-

location clusters were examined before and after subjecting the wafers to a phosphorus

diffusion gettering. Both intra-grain regions and grain boundaries were found to show

similar thermal characteristics before gettering. The gettering process had no substantial

effect on the temperature sensitivity of intra-grain regions but increased the sensitivity

of most grain boundaries. Dislocation clusters were observed to exhibit both highest and

lowest temperature sensitivity compared to other crystal regions.

Images of the recombination parameter γ were created and related to the temperature

sensitivity of the local effective lifetime of the SRH centers in the material. The results

suggest that most intra-grain regions and grain boundaries are limited by SRH centers

with a modest lifetime temperature sensitivity in the studied temperature range such as

interstitial iron. Dislocation clusters were found to contain SRH centers with an effective

lifetime that has a beneficial temperature sensitivity. The gettering process was found to

alter the composition of recombination centers in the clusters, resulting in a SRH lifetime

with a more favorable temperature sensitivity for most clusters.
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